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Italian style: a romantic dinner
in Rome for Facebook’s dad
Italian wine & food strikes again: the list of celebrities
that consider that side of “Made in Italy” a cult has just
grown one name bigger, with freshly-minted American
billionaire Mark Zuckerberg as its latest lover; in fact,
he chose Rome and its cuisine to celebrate his recent
wedding with Priscilla Chen. The two were spotted at
“Pierluigi”, a historic restaurant in Rome’s Campo De’
Fiori, and chose an all-vegetarian menu: tagliolini with
zucchini flowers, Roman-style artichokes, DOP buffalo
mozzarella and a bottle of Fiano di Avellino to wash
everything down.

Exports and institutions are the way forward
The world of Italian wine basically held its ground in 2011 against the blows of the worldwide
economic crisis, mainly thanks to exports, which grew 12% over 2010 for both wines and musts. Some
concern lingers, though, since the European economic outlook is still volatile, especially on the Euro
front, which leads to doubts on when exactly a more robust economic comeback will actually take
place. Yet, another confirmation that Italian wine is a solid and healthy sector comes from Federvini’s
(part of Confidustria, the Italian association of enterprises) General Meeting that took place last
Thursday in Rome, and namely in the President Lamberto Vallarino Gancia’s report, who does not
minimize possible future hindrances, especially abroad, where opportunities are as abundant as the
problems that need fixing. “Italian wine”, Gancia told winenews.tv, “keeps growing abroad, but it must
be supported through an adequate promotional process and a push towards free markets, which are
often plagued by excessive taxes or safeguard actions like those that come from Brazil”. A keen eye
must of course be kept on Asia, where growth is a must, especially in the middle-tier ranges, but it is a
need that often clashes with the choices of China’s government, “where we need to make sure that
protectionist measures towards domestic products are not implemented”, and the one of India,
“where 500% surcharges are slowing our growth opportunities”. Not to mention the most important
market, the United States, “where new opportunities are being created by this new possibility of
selling varietal wines”. Some problems still linger in the domestic market as well, though: “we would
definitely not welcome a junk food and alcohol tax, because together with the scheduled VAT increase
and the ever-rising costs that businesses have to take into account to guarantee quality controls, it
could depress domestic consumption even further, which shrank in 2011, even though, as the Nielsen
and Mannheimer surveys show, the culture of responsible drinking is much greater in Italy than in the
rest of Europe”. 

Italians drink better
Two new surveys, authored by Nielsen and
Renato Mannheimer’s ISPO Institute, both confirm
that thanks to Mediterranean culture and wine,
Italians of all ages have a more healthy relationship
with alcohol than other populations. Wine is
confirmed to be the most common drink (at
home and during meals in 83% of cases): 71% of
total consumption and 50% of consumers stop
after a single glass. For 71% of the sample,
furthermore, drinks are paired with food, and not
a quick way to get tipsy. Still and sparkling wines
are also the most common beverage among young
people aged 17-20 (22%), ahead of both cocktails
and beer. “Binge drinking”, Professor Mannheimer
explained, “basically vanishes in people over 18
years of age in Italy, while in many countries of
Northern Europe it does not”.

Here’s the Chianti Classico revolution
A revolution is in store for one of the most important Italian wine
denominations: quality that is codified and clearer and a “sharper”
image, with a bigger drawing of the classic Black Rooster. The Tuscan
Consortium recently voted on the matter, approving the motion with
a crushing majority: there will be a new category, superior to both
the vintage and the Reserve, a kind of “selection” with grapes coming
exclusively from winemakers’ estates and must be aged at least 30
months before sale. Furthermore, only producers who declare the
destination of the final product when asking for a fitness certificate
will be allowed to produce Reserve, and with stricter disciplinary
measures: “on tap” Chianti Classico will be allowed on the market
only after being certified as such. Then the Black Rooster, the
historic icon of the territory, will now be put front and centre on all
bottles, and will be the protagonist of a massive PR campaign. The
two guiding principles of the Consortium will be a new quality
pyramid and a new image, and on June 4th the Consortium will
renew its governing body, in a district that is worth 500 million Euros
a year in turnover - and 360 of those from bottled wine alone...

Farewell to a star of Barolo
When people of Langhe, in Piedmont, hear the
word Conterno, they equate it with Barolo, the
history of a generation of winemakers that have
been bottling the territory’s best wines since the
1930s with a passion that never wavered in the
next generation, the one of Giacomo and Aldo
Conterno, who split the family property in the
1960s. But last Wednesday Aldo Conterno
passed away, after a lifetime as one of the fathers
of the success of Barolo in the world while
always considering himself a farmer of Langhe.

China and Asia are the future of Bacchus, says IWSR
The latest International Wine and Spirits Research report, presented at the Asia-Pacific Vinexpo in
Hong Kong, stated that Asia will be the driving force of the growth in global wine business until at least
2015. Consumption in China grew 140% between 2006 and 2010, reaching 1.5 billion bottles (and a
further 54% growth is forecast for the next three years). Young Chinese consumers are the core
target audience, and Internet usage in the country has brought both Decanter and Wal-Mart, through
one of its holdings, to the Chinese market.

Winenews awarded at the 2012 “Wine Oscars”
Winenews won the 2012 “Wine
Oscars” awarded by Ais - the Italian
Sommeliers’ Association - and
Bibenda in the “best website”
category. “A prestigious prize”,

founders Alessandro Regoli and
Irene Chiari commented, “that goes
to Winenews and to the teamwork
of 10 young people”, and one that
we gladly share with our readers.
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